Jumps such as salchows, loops, and ___ use no toe pick
Toe jumps like __, flips, and lutzes use the toe pick to launch them
Apolo Ohno is a famous gold-winning American __ skater
This studio has featured some of its productions “on ice”
Jumps, spins and lifts are important parts of ___ skating
Good skating and passing skills are important parts of ice ___
Ukrainian skater __ Baiul won the Olympic gold medal in 1994
Figure skating was one of the first sports in the ___ Olympics
Figure skater Brian ___ was the first to land a triple axel in 1982
The ___ Edge was a 1992 romantic comedy on ice
Ice ___ features couples and their footwork in synch to music
Popular 1970s skater ___ Hamill still skates and teaches today
Figure skater Peggy ___ won gold at the 1968 Olympics
In 1994 skater Tonya ___ helped cover up an attack on Nancy Kerrigan
Russian Evgeni Plushenko won the 2006 ___ gold medal
Skaters can perform as ___ or in pairs
Ice ___ has been popular in northern Europe for hundreds of years
The most important feature found only on figure skates
Canadian figure skater Kurt ___ was the first to land a quadruple jump
The low ___ of the ice allows the appearance of floating or gliding
Scott ___ won Olympic gold in 1984 and has been a TV commentator
For over 30 years, Soviets/___ have dominated figure skating
Jayne Torvill and Christopher Dean won Olympic gold in 1984 in ___
Kristi ___ and Michelle Kwan are popular Asian-American skaters
Acrobatic, or extreme skating includes elements of ___
In 1961, the entire U.S. figure skating team was killed in a ___ ___
2007 ice skating film featuring Will Ferrell
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